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Lovejoy has the view, in which I heartily concur, that these
concepts are " not names for the supernormal or amazing;
and they are certainly not attached to things that call forth
reverent wonder, respect, or love—but rather to what is
effective, powerful, and creative ", The concept in question
really concerns the idea of " a diffuse substance or energy,
upon the acquisition of which every extraordinary force,
or capacity, or fertility depends. This energy, under some
conditions, is certainly terrible, and it is secret and
inexplicable; but it has this character because of its extra-
ordinary power, not because the things that manifest it are
unusual, or supernatural, or else so constituted as to exceed
reasonable expectation". The pre-animistic principle is
the " belief in a power which warrants the assumption that
it works according to definite rules and intelligible laws;
a power that can be investigated and mastered ", For this
conception Lovejoy suggests the expression ' primitive
energetics',
Much that is taken by investigators animisticaUy as
spirit or demon, or numen, belongs to the primitive energy
concept. As I have already remarked, it is really inaccurate
to speak of a 'concept'. "A concept of the primitive
philosophy," as Lovejoy expresses it, is an idea obviously
bora of our mentality, that is, it is taken by us as a
psychological concept; but for the primitive it is a psycho-
logical phenomenon that is perceived as something inseparable
from the object. An abstract idea is not to be found among
primitives. As a rule they do not possess a simple concrete
concept even, but only representations. Every primitive
language offers rich examples of this. Thus mana is no
concept, but a representation which is founded on the percep-
tion of the phenomenal relation. It is the essence of the
'participation mystique' described by L£vy~Briihl In
. primitive speeclf only the fact and the experience of the
relation are indicated, as some of the above examples clearly
show, not the nature or essence of the relation, that is, the

